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A Better Finder Rename 8.1.2 protects iTunes and iPhoto libraries
Published on 03/18/09
publicspace.net is pleased to announce the immediate availability of version 8.1.2 of its
file, music and photo renaming utility, A Better Finder Rename. The new version adds
protection against accidental damage to customer's iTunes and iPhoto libraries. Directly
renaming files inside those libraries can invalidate meta-data such as playlists, albums
and slideshows. A Better Finder Rename has long been the most comprehensive file renaming
solution for the Macintosh.
Luxembourg City, Luxembourg - publicspace.net is pleased to announce the immediate
availability of version 8.1.2 of its file, music and photo renaming utility, A Better
Finder Rename. The new version adds protection against accidental damage to customer's
iTunes and iPhoto libraries.
Directly renaming files inside those libraries can invalidate meta-data such as playlists,
albums and slideshows. The new version identifies potentially dangerous renaming locations
and prompts the user to correctly export such data files before renaming them.
System Requirements:
* Mac OS X 10.5 Leopard
* Universal Binary for Intel and PowerPC
* 5 MB Hard Drive space
A Better Finder Rename has long been the most comprehensive file renaming solution for the
Macintosh and has transformed the tedious and time-consuming task of renaming multiple
files into a simple matter of seconds for thousands of creative professionals across the
world. It is based on over 10 years of listening to our users and addressing their
requirements to the best of our abilities.
Version 8.0 delivered a new user interface, save-able presets, automatic software updates
and a brand new multi-threaded renaming engine that enables the software to automatically
resolve file name conflicts, re-order renames to avoid deadlocks and provide an improved
interactive experience.
Pricing and Availability:
A Better Finder Rename may be purchased for $19.95 (USD). Family, Business and Enterprise
licensing is also available. Customers may chose to include a "forever upgrade" with their
purchase.
publicspace.net:
http://www.publicspace.net/
A Better Finder Rename 8.1.2:
http://www.publicspace.net/ABetterFinderRename/
Download A Better Finder Rename:
http://www.publicspace.net/download/ABFRX.dmg
Purchase:
http://www.publicspace.net/ABetterFinderRename/order.html
Screenshot:
http://www.publicspace.net/images/abfr8/version8_with_normal_window.gif
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Tool Demonstration:
http://www.publicspace.net/movies/abfr/ABFR_Web_300.mov

publicspace.net was founded by Frank Reiff in 1996 with the aim of producing affordable
best-of-breed software for the Macintosh. In the past decade, our A Better Finder series
of file utilities and our MacBreakZ personal ergonomic assistant have become familiar
fixtures of the Macintosh community. publicspace.net is also active in the Windows
software market.
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